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was now gazing at her and talking to her with infinite content
after the hubbub in that excavation-shed.
"What a thing fire is, Miss Wizzie!" he was murmuring
now, "and doesn't it give you a queer feeling to see it in this
blazing sunshine ? I can see Thuella is absorbed in it all and
we mustn't disturb her"—here his voice became so low that
Wizzie could scarcely hear it in the roaring of the flames—"or
I'd like to ask her, and I warrant we all would, if there exists
in the world any really good picture of this weird struggle be-
tween sun and fire. Some would say the fire was defeated; but
I don't think so. It's not as yellow as at night but I think it's
redder in some odd way, and I think it has a more supernatural
and impossible look, if you can follow me, as if it really had
the personality of one of those old four elements they wor-
shipped, before the Romans used	"
"Well done for you, Claudius!" came the voice of No-man
from out of the smoke, as like some lumbering aboriginal he
moved round the bonfire he had lit. "If I hadn't left my old
stick behind I'd stir up redder flames than these for you! I'm
glad you're worshipping fire for once, instead of only—Uryen!
Here's Mr. Cask ready to worship fire."
It was out of a thick rush of smoke that Uryen's voice came
then. So thick indeed was the smoke that Teucer Wye scram-
bled to his feet and would have retreated; but it soon rolled
away, and after coughing a little and spluttering a protest to
his daughter, who continued to hug her thin knees as one
impervious to such things, he turned back, and leaning on his
cane gave an ear to what his Glymes neighbour was saying.
Wizzie couldn't catch Uryen's first words; but it soon be-
came clear to her that he was resuming an argument he and
Claudius had already begun.
"Not only Romans," she heard him say as the cloud of
smoke rolled aside. "All ancient busts	 But what you
thought was an armoured breastplate on his chest, like those on
the coins of the Caesars, was something quite different. No-man
knows what it was; No-man knows—No-man knows 1" There
was an almost tragic appeal in his voice as he raised it then,
and Wizzie glanced at D. to see if he would respond.
But that gaunt figure, with his cap pulled low over his eyes,
moved round and round his sinking fire, paying not the slightest
heed.

